Welcome Web professionals! Below is the description Class Project 3.

VERSION

Version 1.0– Initial version

If updates to this document are required, the version number will be updated appropriately. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure his or her submitted document adheres to the latest version. Any changes to this document will be announced on the Canvas discussion board along with a description of the changes.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the class project is to establish your professional presence on the web by making your own professional website. This will be done by using a template-based website building company at http://education.weebly.com/. You will be using information from your LinkedIn profile to help aid in the building of the website.

REQUIREMENTS

Each student is required to establish an account on http://education.weebly.com/ and create a website that fulfills each of the grading criteria below. Be sure to choose the free site under the Weebly domain, not the one that costs money. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD YOU DO ANYTHING THAT REQUIRES MONEY.

An example of a finished web site can be found at:

http://csu-waker.weebly.com

WHAT TO TURN IN

Once you have finished the website, you are required to check the URL into the submission box of the assignment on Canvas. For this assignment, do NOT check in a document; put the URL in the submission box. Do NOT put anything else but the URL in the submission box – we will get your name and ID from Canvas itself. The URL should be of the form:

http://csu-waker.weebly.com
Your URL can be found after the publication process, as seen below:

You should test your URL by logging out of the Weebly site, copying and pasting the URL into the address bar of your browser. The most common mistake is to submit an incorrect URL – which results in a zero on the assignment. You MUST get the URL from what you publish, if you copy and paste the URL from the address bar within Weebly, it will be incorrect. BE SURE TO TEST IT.

Website Grading Criteria

Create a profile on education.weebly.com

We recommend using Google Chrome for this project.

Points:

1) Create a Website.
   a. Select “Personal” as the focus of your site (not an Online Store, Blog or Business).
   b. Use any theme under “Personal” that contains a picture.
   c. Use a subdomain of Weebly.com
   d. The name of the subdomain should be csu-xxxx where xxxx is your EID (Note: this is your login, not your 9 digit Student ID number)
      i. If for some reason, this name is already taken, choose something similar to your EID
   e. The title of the site should be Personal Computing Class Project (change the text that says “MY SITE”).
   f. The site must contain 4 standard pages named as below. Each page you add should be a standard page. Make sure the layout for each page has a header (this way we can see the pictures you put as the header).
   g. These pages include:
i. Home (Go to #2 for direction on this page) 1

ii. Experience and Education (Go to #3 for direction on this page) 1

iii. Hobbies and Interests (Go to #4 for direction on this page) 1

iv. Contact Info (Go to #5 for direction on this page) 1

h. Change the header picture to something meaningful for you. This could be an action shot of you and your friends, of your department building, etc. Be sure to save the change to all pages. (Note: this picture is a part of the design, not of each individual template). 2

2) **Home page** (worth 14 points total). Add each of these components **in the order they are listed here**.

   a. Insert a **Title** element. The title should be your name. (This is not the same as the “Site Title”) 2

   b. Insert a **Block Quote** element. Insert a meaningful quote here, include the author. 2

   c. Insert the **Text** element. 1

   d. In the text body, you should put a summary of yourself. (You are welcome to use the summary from your LinkedIn profile.) 2

   e. Insert the **Image** element by dragging it into the existing text element. 1

   f. The image must be a professional picture of you. The image should be positioned on the **right side** of the page and have a **thick black border** around it. Note: You may have to resize the picture, depending on how large it is when you upload. 6

3) **Experience and Education** (worth 16 points total). Add each of these components **in the order they are listed here**.

   a. Insert a **Title** element. The title should say “Experience”. **Center** the title. 3

   b. Insert a **Text element**. 1

      i. The text should describe your work experience. Feel free to copy your information from LinkedIn. 2

   c. Insert an **Image element** in the existing text element. The image should relate to your work experience. Note: You may have to resize the image after uploading. 2

      i. Edit the image to include a **caption** that describes it. 1

   d. Insert a **Divider element** below the text element. 1

   e. Insert a **Title element**. The title should say “Education”. **Center** the title. 3

   f. Insert a **Text Element**. 1

      i. The text should describe your educational experience. Feel free to copy your information from LinkedIn. 2

4) **Hobbies and Interests** (worth 40 points total). Add each of these components **in the order they are listed here**. (On this page you will describe both a hobby and interest that you have. We will not be strict on the distinction between these two, but the hobby should be something that you actually like to do; the interest should just be something that you know or would like to know about.)

   a. Insert a **Title** element and make the title your hobby. The title should be **centered**. 4
b. Insert a **Text element**.

c. The text should have meaningful information about your hobby

d. Insert an **Image element** into the existing text element. Note: You may have to resize the image after uploading.

e. The image must be something professional about your hobby. The picture should have a thin black border around it and should be positioned on the **left side** of the page.

f. Insert a **Divider** element.

g. Insert a **Title** element and make the title your interest. The title should be **centered**.

h. Insert a **Text element**.

i. The text should have meaningful information about your interest.

j. Insert an **Image element** into the existing interest’s text element. Note: You may have to resize the image after uploading.

k. The image must be something professional about your interest. The picture should have a thin black border around it and should be positioned on the **right side** of the page.

l. Insert a **Divider** element.

m. Insert a **Title** element. The title should appropriately describe the content of the video (see below). The title should be **centered**.

n. Insert a **YouTube** video element of your favorite song, movie clip, etc.

   i. Edit the video to be **large** (this is not the preset option, you need to go in and change it to “large”) and **centered**.

5) **Contact Info** (worth 20 points total). Add each of these components in the order they are listed here.

   a. Insert a **Text element**.

      i. Include your Name, Department at the University, Address (of the department), and Phone number (of the department).

         1. Your department must be a link to your department website. If you do not have a department, use the Computer Science department.

      ii. Insert a **Button** element. The text should say “Email me” and it should be a link to your professional email address.

     iii. Insert a **Map** element to the address 80523. The map position should be **centered**, have a **Large width**, a **height of 250**, it should show the marker at the address and have the zoom set all the way to the right (zoomed in as far as you can).

6) Publish the site. You can publish the site as many times as you like – this allows you to keep editing the site until you are satisfied you have met all the requirements. **(Note:** be sure to publish the final version, if the TA cannot see it to grade it, the TA will grade an earlier version or even give you a zero if it is unpublished).

7) Verify the submission. You can do this by logging out of Weebly, and pasting the URL you submitted into the address bar of a browser. Your web-site that will be graded should appear.
ASK A TA FOR HELP IF NEEDED

1) Be sure to look at the example, it can guide you if you are confused about content and placement.

2) In order to add borders and position the picture/video on the page, the picture must be inserted and selected.

3) Add photos before trying to align them.

4) To change a picture, use the dialog box to replace the picture instead of adding a new one over top of it.

5) After you publish your website, don't change the domain name of the site to something they suggest to you, just exit out.

6) BE SURE TO TEST YOUR URL. Bring up a different browser, copy and paste the URL into the address bar and ensure you have not submitted the dynamic link discussed in class.

7) You need to change the Youtube video to the “large” option. If you leave the preset option, you will get points taken off.

8) Make sure none of your pages are “Blog” pages, you won’t be able to add the necessary information if they are.